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Abstract — This paper recapitulates the work performed to study Poisson distribution model, Erlang distribution model and
constraints of dimensioning a network related to these models. This paper also describes the planning tool of a network based on
the models considered. We introduce the application behavior, used for packaging Erlang resources. Resources can vary from
libraries to process clusters, and can be configured to run on a single processor or be distributed on a set of nodes. These studies
have led us to the development of a tool for planning network, which also underlined the limits of the use of Rigault’s rule.
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I. INTRODUCTION

III. RESEARCH APPROACH

In this new era of information and communication well
underway and growing, the telecommunications engineer
plays an important role, either as a creator of new
technologies that provides players the economic and
social or as interpreter of these latter with designers.
To meet these two requirements, among these clusters
whose development requires both knowledge in
electronics, computing and telecommunications that, the
question arises essential point or the overall design and
dimensioning of telecommunication networks.
In our approach, we devote the first section to the
study of fish distribution model and formulas of Erlang B
and Erlang C and in the second, we propose algorithms
for determining resources according to formulas given,
the third is devoted to the simulation results and
comparison with the curves of Erlang is available, and in
the fourth section we will study the limits of use of the
formula Rigault. Section five concludes the paper and
outlines our future work.

The main goal of this research is to implement a
program in the Java environment that determines the
number of routes available for traffic following a given
quality of service (blocking probability or likelihood of
waiting).
To achieve these goal we recorded the work
methodology includes studying the distribution pattern of
fish and formulas of Erlang B and Erlang C, propose an
algorithm for determining route following the formulas
given, automatically generate curves with Erlang service
qualities set, simulation results and comparisons with
Erlang curves available, studying the limits of use of the
formula RIGAULT.

II. CONTEXT AND MOTIVATIONS

This is the original model which we will list the
assumptions on which it is built:
- Calls arrive individually and collectively at random
according to a law of fish. This implies that the call
appearance rate is independent of the number of calls
already committed and that the number of elementary
source is infinite. For elementary sources we mean a
telephone that can only be in two states, or at rest or
during a call (the fault condition is not retained).
- A steady state exists, and, in terms of probability is
equivalent to the "steady-state".
- Calls the operation cannot be used due to lack of
resources are rejected, that is to say, that for these calls,
the length of service is zero. The system does not know
what will become of these attempts result in failure and
in particular does not distinguish the correlations
between successive attempts of the same application.

IV. MODELING OF THE ERLANG FORMULA
A. Concerning the Erlang formula B
A1. Standard Model of Erlang B

One of the major problems of the switching is to
determine the number of components (Circuits, multi
recorders, subscribers, servers) must be installed to cope
with the offered traffic following a given quality of
service attached.
To solve this problem, we observe the number of
calls or number of packets in a data network at every
moment they arise, and use formulas Erlang B or Erlang
C to determine the number of routes.
We plan to develop an application that will determine
the number of routes knowing the offered traffic while
providing an opportunity for generation of curves Erlang.
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Attempts are declared indistinguishable will be treated as
independent calls.
- Service accessibility is total, which is to say that any
route may serve any appeal provided that it is available.
- Service time is distributed according to a negative
exponential law.

This formula is known as the Erlang B formula.
The computer calculation B formula can make use of
the following recurrence relation:

So, giving the state x, and the following two cases:
o
transition from state x

B. Concerning the Erlang Formula C
B1. Standard Model of Erlang C

o

Although the field of use of standby modes of
operation with less extensive than that of the farm to
dropped calls, it is nonetheless an area long used in
telephone networks, and more recently in data transport
networks and computer networks.
Indeed models with timeout are systematic
application in the management of central units switches,
CPUs known to receive instructions from subscribers,
subscribers they provide part of the management.
1) –B2. Calculation of State Probabilities

transitions to state x

Figure 2. linear Markov chain model application without loss.

A2. Calculation of State Probabilities

The stationary probabilities are:

Figure 1. Linear Markov chain model application with loss.

The steady-state probability it is obtained by:

Where boundary y = n is to wait for the next request,
thus this case is included in the probability of waiting.

Finally, the probability of congestion is therefore:

Similarly,
progression of reason v
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erlangC(double A,int N){
double inv C=0;
if (A<N){
double B = erlangB(A,N-1);
inv C=1+ ((N-A)/ (A*B)); }
return(1/invC); }

From where:

E. Algorithm for Calculating the Number of Resources
This formula is known as the Erlang C formula.

Number_Of_resourcesC (double A, double C) {
variables: int N = 1;
double C’;
do { C’=erlangC(A,N);N++; }
while (C’>C);
return (N-1); }

V. DIMENSIONING ALGORITHMS
In this section we use the formulas discussed in the
previous chapter to develop algorithms that will be used
later in the program.

F. Algorithm for Traffic Calculation
A. Algorithm for Calculating the Blocking Probability

TrafficC(int N,double C){
double incrementation =0.001;
double A = 0.000;
double C’;
do { A = A+incrementation;
C’ = erlangC(A,N); }
While (C’<C);
return (A-incrementation); }

Erlang B formula gives the blocking probability
depending on traffic (A) and the number of resources (B).
We use the recurrent form of this formula.
erlanB(trafic A, resources N){
Variables: A, invB in real;
N, i in Integer;InvB=1;
for i equals 1 to N
Return ;}

G. Simulations
B. Algorithm for Calculating the Number of Resources

G.1 Erlang B Model

Number_Of_resourcesB (double A , double B){
Variables: N in Integer;
B’ in real ; N=1 ;
Do { B’=erlangB (A,N);N++; }
While (B’>B);
return (N-1);}

Erlang B formula can express easily the QoS
entrained by the addition of a device or degradation when
the traffic increases.
Calculation of the blocking probability
We can see that when offering 9.5 Erlangs traffic to a
group of 12 servers, they work with a blocking
probability of 10.1%. And if we increase the number of
5 servers, loss probability drops to 0.9%

C. Algorithm for Traffic Calculation
trafficB (int N , double B){
Variables: incrementation, A, B’ in
real ;
incrementation =0.001; A = 0.000;
Do { A = A+ incrementation;
B’ = erlangB(A,N); }
While (B’<B);
return (A- incrementation);}
D. Algorithm for Calculating the Waiting Probability:
Erlang C Formula
The Erlang formula C gives the probability of waiting
according to the traffic and the number of A resource N.
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Calculation of the Number of Resources
For example to cope with 9.5 Erlangs, 12 servers
operating with a risk of rejection of 10% is required. And
if we want to improve the quality of service by putting
the blocking probability to 1%, we should increase 5
servers.

Referring to the results obtained for the simulation on
Erlang B formula, following the representation of the
number of resources based on the offered traffic
following a certain QoS, we can concluded that we must
provide more resources if we want a low probability of
loss. We also noticed that the QoS decrease for high
value of traffic and blocking probability.
G.2 Erlang C Model
Erlang C formula can express easily the QoS
entrained by the addition of a device or degradation when
the traffic increases.
Calculation of the Blocking Probability
We find that when offering 9.5 Erlangs traffic to a
group of 15 servers, they work with a waiting probability
of 7.1%. And if we increase the number of 3 servers, the
waiting probability fall to 1%.

Offered Traffic Calculation
For a group of 12 servers operating with a blocking
probability of 10% the offered traffic is 9.474 Erlangs.
And if the blocking probability is 1% the offered traffic
becomes 5.875 Erlangs.
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Offered Traffic Calculation
For a group of 15 servers running with a waiting
probability of 10%, the offered traffic is 9.97 Erlangs.
And if the waiting probability is 1% the offered traffic
becomes 7.393 Erlangs.

Calculation of the Number of Resources
For example to cope with 9.5 Erlangs, 15 servers
operating with a risk of waiting of 10% are necessary.
And if we want to improve the quality by increasing the
waiting probability to 1%, we should increase 3 servers.

Referring to the results obtained for the simulation on
Erlang C formula, following the representation of the
number of resources based on the offered traffic
following a certain QoS, the results used to simulate the
running of these two models are conformed to Erlang’s
statistics and Erlang’s tables published by the ITU.
To verify that the values returned by the software are
correct, several tests were compared to values of the
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which we made recommendations regarding the use of
the rule Rigault. Following the obtained, you should start
thinking about Erlang when you need applications that:

Handle larger number of concurrent activities

Are easily distributable over a network of
computers

Scale with number of machines in the network

Are fault-tolerant to both software and hardware
error
The exploration models based on traffic data would
be a possibility to extend the functionality of the tool to
design networks said "all IP".

Erlang’s curves and tables published by the ITU. After
these tests the results are satisfactory.
VI. LIMITATIONS OF THE FORMULAE
We noticed that the Rigault’s formula is simple and
easily manageable than Erlang B and therefore is widely
used in the dimensioning calculations.
Observations
 When B is a power of 10:
B from 0.0001 to 0.1 and a range of traffic from 1 to
1000 Erlangs and from 1001 to 2000 Erlangs.
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VII. CONCLUSION
From the beginning of the first switch and
telecommunication networks has raised the question of
their quantitative sizing. Empirical origin, the answer
very quickly became the subject of a formal
mathematical approach to reflect the growing economic
stakes associated with the rapid expansion of
telecommunications networks and services. It is very
common in a telecommunications network to make
sharing of resources, whether transmission channels,
highly specialized routes, especially for control and
signaling, and switching devices.
This implies a trivialization speculation statistics on
the number of unmarked resources to plan and a risk of
congestion when all available resources are occupied
simultaneously causing temporarily unable to meet the
demand for services.
Based on voice traffic model whose characteristics
are well known, we have proposed a design tool that
allows assessing the risk and providing the means to
control a correct dimensioning of the network in a
constant compromise between cost and quality of
service. Through this tool, we made a comparative study
between the Erlang B formula and rule Rigault after
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